Sharing source and target side vocabularies and word embeddings has been a popular practice in neural machine translation (briefly, NMT) for similar languages (e.g., English to French or German translation). The success of such wordlevel sharing motivates us to move one step further: we consider model-level sharing and tie the whole parts of the encoder and decoder of an NMT model. We share the encoder and decoder of Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) , the stateof-the-art NMT model, and obtain a compact model named Tied Transformer. Experimental results demonstrate that such a simple method works well for both similar and dissimilar language pairs. We empirically verify our framework for both supervised NMT and unsupervised NMT: we achieve a 35.52 BLEU score on IWSLT 2014 German to English translation, 28.98/29.89 BLEU scores on WMT 2014 English to German translation without/with monolingual data, and a 22.05 BLEU score on WMT 2016 unsupervised German to English translation.
Introduction
Neural machine translation (briefly, NMT), based on the encoder-decoder framework with an attention module, has made significant progress in recent years (Vaswani et al. 2017; Hassan et al. 2018; He et al. 2016; Xia et al. 2017b) . A common practice for training an NMT system is to share source and target side vocabularies, especially when the two languages are similar or in the same language family, like English↔French translation (Gehring et al. 2017; Vaswani et al. 2017) . Such a shared vocabulary is built upon subword units like BPE (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016b) or word pieces (Wu et al. 2016) , and both source and target words are split into smaller segmentations in this shared vocabulary. Acting in this way, the words in source sentences and target sentences are mapped to the same embedding space, which strengthens the semantic correlation between the two languages, and regularizes a neural network model with high capacity.
Parameter sharing has a long history in machine learning and has been applied in different learning settings such as multi-task learning (Ruder 2017; Zhang and Yang 2017) , transfer learning (Pan and Yang 2010), meta-learning (Pham It has multiple potential benefits, such as reducing the number of model parameters so as to control model complexity , introducing prior knowledge to regularize models , and saving the storage space or memory size (Johnson et al. 2017) . Parameter sharing is also adopted within network structure, including spatial sharing for the convolutional kernels in convolutional neural networks and temporal sharing for the transition functions in recurrent neural networks (Goodfellow et al. 2016 ). Inspired by the success of sharing vocabularies (and so word embeddings) of source and target languages, a question naturally comes out: Can we go one step forward to further share the whole parts of the encoder and decoder of an NMT model?
We make an initial attempt to answer this question and then propose tied transformer. We cast the typical encoderdecoder based sequence-to-sequence model into a more compact one in that there is only one copy of parameter set, which is applicable to both the encoder and decoder. In that way we force the sharing among the weights of the encoder and the decoder, rather than only among the source-side and target-side word embeddings.
We conduct extensive experiments to test the effectiveness of our proposed model. (1) For the translation between similar languages (i.e., languages within the similar language family), like {German, Spanish, Romanian}-from/toEnglish, our model achieves promising even state-of-the-art results: We achieve 35.52 for IWSLT German to English translation (see Figure 2) , 28.98/29.89 for WMT 2014 English to German translation without/with monolingual data (see Table 4 ), and 34.67 for WMT 2016 English to Romanian translation (see Table 5 ). (2) For the translation of dissimilar languages (e.g., languages in different language families that cannot share vocabularies such as {Russian, Hebrew, Chinese}-from/to-English), our model also obtains good improvements (See Table 7&8 ). (3) For unsupervised NMT where no bilingual data is available, on WMT 2016 German→English translation, we improve the BLEU score from 21.0 to 22.05 (see Table 9 ).
Background
In this section, we introduce the background of a general NMT model and the basic structure of Transformer.
NMT Architecture
The task of NMT is to translate a sentence x ∈ X in the source language to the one y ∈ Y in the target language, where X and Y are two language spaces. An NMT model consists of an encoder f E , a decoder f D and a source-totarget attention model f A . A source sentence x is first encoded into a series of hidden representations by using f E , that is, (h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h Tx ) = f E (x), where T x is the length of x, h i is the i'th hidden representation ∀i ∈ [T x ]. Then, when translating the j'th word y j in the target side, the attention model f A is used to calculate the context vector of the encoder's outputs, that is,
where α i,j 's have to satisfy Tx i=1 α i,j = 1 and α i,j ≥ 0. Next, based on the context vector c j , we calculate the j's hidden representation at target side by s j = f D (s j−1 , y j−1 , c j ), where y j−1 is the (j −1)'th target word. Finally, s j is mapped to y j ∈ Y by a simple network. The f E , f D can be specialized by LSTM (Wu et al. 2016) , GRU (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015) , CNN (Gehring et al. 2017) , Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) and so on. f A can be implemented by a bilinear function like
where the W 's are the parameters to be learned, and so on. Luong, Pham, and Manning (2015) summarize different attention models.
Parameter Sharing in NMT
Several parameter sharing mechanisms have been explored for multilingual NMT. Dong et al. (2015) leveraged a network with one encoder and multiple decoders for one-tomany language translations. Luong et al. (2016) proposed a structure with multiple encoders and one decoder for manyto-one language translation. Zoph and Knight (2016) targeted at a multi-source translation problem, where the decoder is shared. Firat, Cho, and Bengio (2016) designed a network with multiple encoders and decoders plus a shared attention mechanism across different language pairs for many-to-many language translation. (Ha, Niehues, and Waibel 2016; Johnson et al. 2017 ) used a single encoderdecoder model to work on many-to-many languages translation. While there exist quite a few papers studying parameter sharing for multiple language translation, there are few work studying parameter sharing in one task and we attack this problem.
Brief Introduction of Transformer
Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) is a general framework built upon self-attention that achieves state-of-the-art results on many translation tasks. Transformer is a stacked network with several blocks. Each block consists of two or three basic modules:
(1) A self-attention module ϕ S , used to output a weighted version of its inputs. That is, given an m-element set
where α i,j is calculated by the multi-head attention as that proposed in Vaswani et al. (2017) with z i and Z as inputs. Z can be a collection of either source side hidden states or target side hidden states. This layer is associated with a residual connection and layer normalization LN (Ba, Kiros, and Hinton 2016) , whose eventual output is
(2) An optional cross-lingual (i.e., source-to-target) attention model ϕ C that will appear in the decoder only. Similar to ϕ S , set H = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · , H Tx }, T x is the length of source sentence x, H is the output of the last layer in the encoder, s i is the i'th hidden state in the decoder, s
, where ϕ C (s i , H) is executed in a similar way as the ϕ S in step (1) with s i and H as inputs. This layer will eventually outputs LN(s i + s C i ). Both ϕ S and ϕ C are implemented as multi-head attention models and details can be found in Vaswani et al. (2017) .
(3) A feed-forward network ϕ F (z) = W 2 max(W 1 z + b 1 , 0) + b 2 , where the W 's and b's are the parameters to be learned. Again, this layer is followed with a residual connection and layer normalization.
Our Model
In this section, we introduce the architecture of our proposed tied transformer. We describe the model architecture in Section 3.1 and give a theoretical discussion in Section 3.2. 
Model Architecture
The architecture of tied transformer is shown in Figure 1 . We follow the notations defined in Section 2.3 to mathematically describe our model. Tied transformer is a stacked model with L blocks, where the l'th block consists of a selfattention module ϕ 
Eventually, we obtain H L , a set containing all the outputs of the last layer in the encoder.
(2) Decoding At the (j + 1)'th decoding step, denote the generated hidden states at the target side as S 
Once we obtain s L j+1 , we could use a simple network with a softmax layer to predict the corresponding word y j+1 . We repeat decoding until meeting the end-of-sentence token.
Note that given any l ∈ [L], the ϕ l S and ϕ l F in Eqn. (2) and Eqn.(3) are shared; however, in a standard encoderdecoder based network, such two components are not tied. This shows that our proposed model is strongly regularized during training.
Note that such a parameter sharing scheme could also be applied to LSTM based encoder-decoder frameworks. An empirical analysis is illustrated in Section 4.4.
Theoretical Discussion
We provide a brief theoretical discussion about the proposed tied transformer. Denote the parameters of the encoder, decoder and source-to-target attention modules as θ e , θ d and θ a respectively. For a tied transformer, θ e = θ d . In an NMT task, what we learn is a mapping f : X → Y, that can translate sentences from source language space X to target language space Y. Our objective is to minimize the (expected) risk of a model f , which is defined as follows:
where P represents the underlying distribution of a source and target language sentence pair over X × Y, is the loss function that can achieve the mapping X × Y → R. Denote Θ e , Θ d and Θ a as the parameter spaces of the encoder, decoder and source-to-target attention model. For the conventional transformer, f ∈ F c where
When training an NMT model, we minimize the empirical risk on the n training samples {(x i , y i )} n i=1 , x i ∈ X , y i ∈ Y, which is defined as follows: for any f ∈ F c or f ∈ F t ,
We introduce Rademacher complexity (Mohri et al., 2012) for our proposed method, a measure for the complexity of the function space.
Definition 1 Denote the Rademacher complexity of the standard transformer and the tied transformer as R c n and R t n respectively. We have
The following theorem holds for our proposed method: Theorem 1 (Theorem 3.1, (Mohri et al., 2012) ) Let (f (x), y) be a mapping from X × Y to [0, 1]. Then, for any δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability at least 1 − δ, the following inequalities holds:
n , which shows that tied transformers have better generalization abilities than standard transformer.
Experiments on Similar Languages
In this section, we verify our proposed method on languages in similar language families. We work on various amounts of training data, including IWSLT translation tasks (less than 200k sentences pairs), WMT translation tasks (more than 2M sentence pairs) and the usage of monolingual data (additional 8M unlabeled sentences).
Settings
We choose IWSLT 2014 {German, Spanish, Romanian}-from/to-English translation and WMT 2014 English-to{German, Romanian} to verify our proposed algorithm. We briefly denote German, Romanian, Spanish and English as "De", "Ro", "Es" and "En" respectively. Datasets For IWSLT 2014 De↔En, Es↔En and Ro↔En translation tasks, there are respectively 153k, 181k, 182k sentence pairs in each datasets 1 . For De→En translation, we follow the common practice to lowercase all words; and we use the same validation and test sets as those used in (Edunov et al. 2018) , which consists of 7k and 7k sentences respectively. For the other translation tasks, we do not lowercase the words; we use IWSLT14.TED.tst2013 as the validation sets and IWSLT14.TED.tst2014 as test sets.
For WMT 2014 En→De and WMT 2016 En→Ro translation, there are 4.5M and 2.8M bilingual sentence pairs respectively. For En→De translation, we concatenate newstest2012 and newstest2013 as the validation set and use newstest2014 as the test set. For En→Ro, we use newsdev2016 as the validation set and use newstest2016 as the test. For both IWSLT and WMT translation tasks, all the datasets are preprocessed into workpieces following (Wu et al. 2016) . Model Configurations For the IWSLT 2014 translation tasks, we choose the transformer small setting with 8 blocks, where each block contains a self-attention layer, an optional encoder-to-decoder attention layer and a feedforward layer. The word embedding dimension, hidden state dimension, non-linear layer dimension and the number of head are 256, 256 and 1024 and 4 respectively. For WMT 2014 En→De translation and WMT 2016 En→Ro task, we choose the transformer big setting, where the four numbers are 1024, 1024, 4096 and 16 respectively. The dropout rate for the two settings are 0.1 and 0.2. For the three IWSLT 2014 translation tasks, we train each model on two V100 GPUs for up to three days until convergence and the minibatch size is fixed as 4096 tokens per GPU, including both the source to target and target to source data. For the two WMT translation tasks, we train each model on four P40 GPUs for ten days until convergence. We try to use the largest possible minibatch sizes for the WMT settings to fulfill GPU memory limitation. Evaluation. Following (Wu et al. 2016; Vaswani et al. 2017) , the eventually output is picked up by argmax y ∈C log P (y |x)/|y | α , where x denotes the source sentence, C represents the candidates carried out by beam search, |y | denotes the number of words in y and α is the length penalty tuned by the validation set. For IWSLT related tasks, we use beam search with beam width 6 and α = 1.1 to generate candidates. For WMT related tasks, the beam size is changed to 4 and the α is chosen as 0.6 for a fair comparison with (Vaswani et al. 2017) . We use the BLEU scores as the evaluation metrics, which is the geometric mean of four n-gram precisions between the translation results and reference sentences, n = 1, 2, 3, 4. To be more specific, (1) 
Results on IWSLT Related Tasks
The experimental results of IWSLT 2014 translation tasks are shown in Table 1 . The three rows in Table 1 (Deng et al. 2018) 33.10 Transformer + Model-level dual 34.71 Table 1 : Results of IWSLT 2014 {De, Es, Ro}-to-En translation tasks.
The tied transformer significantly outperforms the standard transformer. The improvements are two-folded: first, we could see Transformer outperforms non-transformer systems, which is helpful to get a great score; second, on top of such a strong baseline, we are still capable to further improve the performances, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. On the three tasks De→En, Es→En and Ro→En, our proposed method could outperform the Transformer baseline by 1.83, 1.84 and 1.35 points, which indeed verifies our motivation introduced in Section 1 that such a framework is helpful to improve the translations within a same language family. As far as we could survey, we achieve the best result on IWSLT 2014 De→En, whose previously best result in 33.81 provided by (Elbayad et al. 2018 We also check the ability of translating from English to other languages. The results are shown in Table 2 . Again, tying the weights of encoder and decoder outperforms the baseline. The results in Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate that our proposed method works pretty good on the translation tasks within the same language family again.
Then, we compare our proposed tied transformer with two well-known baselines, which are both based on 8-block transformers:
1. Cross-tasking sharing (Johnson et al. 2017; Ha, Niehues, and Waibel 2016) , briefly denoted as CTS, which means to use one encoder-decoder based network to solve two tasks together. In this framework, the encoder is used to encode two languages and the decoder is used to decode two languages.
2. Dual supervised learning (Xia et al. 2017a) , briefly denoted as DSL, in which the training objective of De→En and En→De are jointly constrained by P (x)P (y|x; θ xy ) = P (y)P (x|y; θ yx ), where x, y, θ xy , θ yx represent a German sentence, an English sentence, the parameters of De→En translation model and the parameters of En→De translation model respectively. We list it as a baseline here considering we report the results of two dual tasks and they could be considered together.
The results are shown in Table 3 . We have several observations: (1) Our method outperforms both the standard baseline and DSL, which shows that parameter sharing is more powerful in these two tasks. (2) Compared with the crosstask sharing, our method outperforms this baseline by 0.77 and 0.74 point, which shows that sharing parameter like ours is more useful than the others. Besides, it demonstrates that parameter sharing is indeed a useful technique in NMT for both cross-task sharing and our proposed sharing scheme, which can be seen as a kind of intra-task sharing, especially when the training data is limited. Next, we explore how the test performances of our proposed framework change with different number of blocks and different hidden dimensions.
In Figure 2 (a), we fix the hidden dimension as 256 and increase the block number from 6 to 14. We have the following observations: (1) our proposed algorithm always outperforms the baseline with different number of blocks, demonstrating our algorithm has better generalization ability. (2) Both our algorithm and the baseline achieve the best results at the 8-block setting. As we increase more blocks, the performances will drop, indicating that deeper models need stronger regularization. In Figure 2(b) , we fix the block number as 8 and vary the hidden dimensions. For the baseline. the BLEU starts to drop when the hidden dimension is larger than 256. In comparison, the BLEU of our algorithm starts to drop when the dimension is larger than 384, which shows that our algorithm has better generalization ability. Another observation is that our shared model cannot be too small: when the hidden dimension is 128, the BLEU score of our algorithm is 0.82 point lower than the baseline, which shows that the model does not have enough capacity to handle the task. Finally, by setting the dimension as 384, we improve the BLEU score from 35.10 to 35.52, setting a new record on this task.
Results on WMT Related Tasks
To verify the performances of our algorithm on larger datasets, we move to WMT 2014 En→De and WMT 2016 En→Ro translation tasks.
In Table 4 , we show the BLEU scores of En→De translation. In this case, we can see that a 6-block tied transformer (with BLEU 28.35) can almost catch up with the standard 6-block transformer (with BLEU 28.4) but using only around half of the parameters. This shows that even though the training corpus is large, our method is able to catch up with the baselines. (Wu et al. 2016) 24.60 15-layer CNN network (Gehring et al. 2017) 25.16 6-block transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) 28 Then we increase the number of blocks. When the network has 8 blocks, the BLEU score is 28.88, 0.48 point ahead of the baseline. When we increase it to 12 blocks, the BLEU score is 28.98, which achieves 0.58 point improvement over the baseline. Note that our model with 12 blocks has the approximate number of parameter with the baseline with 6 blocks.
8-layer LSTM + RL
We also check the ability of our model with the support of monolingual data. We use the back-translation technique to leverage monolingual data (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016a). To achieve that, we first use the 4.5M bilingual data to train an initial De→En translation model with 32.12 BLEU score. Then, we choose 8M monolingual German data from newscrawl 2013
5 . Next, we use the obtained De→En model to translate the 8M sentences with beamsize 4 and α 1.0. Finally, we merge the original bilingual dataset and the generated English-German pairs from the monolingual data and train another En→De model based on tied transformer. In this way, we obtain 29.89 BLEU score, which shows that our proposed tied model can handle large amount of training data.
The En→Ro translation results are summarized in Table 5. We implement the standard transformer as baseline and get a 33.05 BLEU score. Our method with 6 blocks can achieve 34.67 BLEU, which is a state-of-the-art result. We also tried the 8-block network but obtained a lower score. This is because the En→Ro task does not have as much training data as En→De and thus could not apply too large models. (Gehring et al. 2017 ) 30.02 6-block transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) 33.05 6-block tied transformer 34.67 8-block tied transformer 34.55 
20-layer CNN network

Tied LSTM Models for NMT
To verify the generality of sharing the encoder and decoder, we adapt our framework into the LSTM and obtained a tied LSTM model. We follow (Wu et al. 2016) to build a deep LSTM NMT model but sharing the parameters of the encoder and the decoder (excluding the attention model). We work on IWSLT 2014 De→En translation to verify our idea. For the baseline, we choose a 4-layer singledirection LSTM with vocabulary size 24k, word embedding dimension 256 and hidden dimension 512. For the tied LSTM, we also fix the word embedding dimension as 256 and the number of layers as 4. We set the hidden dimensions as 512 and 1024, corresponding to almost 50% and 100% parameters of the baseline LSTM. We share the source embeddings, target embeddings and the softmax matrix. We use Adadelta (Zeiler 2012) to optimize the network. The results are shown in Table 6 .
Baseline hidden 512 hidden 1024
29.41
29.57 30.61 Table 6 : IWSLT 2014 De→En with tied LSTMs
We can see the baseline achieves 29.41 BLEU score. After sharing the encoder and decoder, we obtain 0.16 gain. The improvement is not very significant due to the limited model capacity. When we increase the hidden dimension to 1024, we can achieve 30.61 BLEU score, which is 1.2 point improvement over the baseline. This shows that our proposed method can be generalized to more structures like LSTM. We leave how to apply our framework to more complex LSTMs as future work.
Experiments of Dissimilar Languages
In Section 4, we have verified the effectiveness of our proposed method for translating between languages within the same family. In this section, we analyze how our method performs to translating between languages in different families. Settings. We choose IWSLT 2014 {Russian, Hebrew, Chinese}-from/to-English translation tasks to verify our proposed algorithm, where there are 160k, 151k, 182k sentence pairs in each datasets. Russian, Hebrew and Chinese are briefly denoted as "Ru, He, Zh" respectively. We use IWSLT14.TED.tst2013 as the validation sets and IWSLT14.TED.tst2014 as test sets. Again, all sentences are split into wordpieces by (Wu et al. 2016) . We use the same model structure and the evaluation metrics as that used in Section 4 for IWSLT 2014 tasks.
Results. The experimental results are shown in As shown in Figure 3 , an interesting observation is that, no matter for similar languages or different languages, overall, the improvement of X → En translation quality brought by our method is larger than the corresponding En → X, where X is the language we used in the IWSLT datasets. We conjecture that English is an easier language to decode, which results in the aforementioned observation. We also find that the improvements of translating within same language family are larger than that within different language families, no matter for X-to-English translation or English-to-X translation. Our explanation is that the languages within the same family are easily mapped into the same language space, considering their vocabulary are shared. Working on the same semantic space will result in better improvements than those in different spaces.
Experiments on Unsupervised NMT
Unsupervised NMT targets at making translation between two languages possibly without bilingual data. Several literature leverages parameter sharing and dual learning to solve this problem Lample et al. 2018) , which motivates us to solve unsupervised NMT with a tied transformer.
Model Adaption
Background We briefly introduce ), a recent state-of-the-art unsupervised NMT algorithm and then adapt it with our tied transformer. Like the standard NMT system, an unsupervised NMT model also consists of an encoder, a source-to-target attention module, and a decoder as well as a shared embedding for similar languages like German and English. The source sentences and target sentences are mapped into a same vocabulary using BPE techniques. The shared embedding is pretrained with fastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017 ) to get good initial values. The proposed model will handle both source-to-target translation and target-to-source translation like Johnson et al. (2017) . The reason to use one model for two translation tasks is that a single model could better map two different languages into the same representation space, which is easier for decoding.
The training loss of an unsupervised NMT model usually consists of two parts, a language model loss and a backtranslation loss. Let P X →Y denote the translation from space X to space Y, and so for the other similar notations.
(1) Language model loss, implemented by a denoising autoencoder. Mathematically,
where σ(·) is a noise model with randomly dropping several words, swapping words, etc.
(2) Back translation loss, implemented by back-translating the monolingual data and feeding into the reversed models. Mathematically,
in whichŷ(x) = arg max u∈Y P X →Y (u|x) andx(y) = arg max w∈X P Y→X (w|y). Note that the four P ··· 's are implemented in a single encoder-decoder based model, where each translation task has a different "task embedding", i.e., a learnable vector indicating the translating directions. Adaption To achieve unsupervised NMT, the aforementioned four models P ··· 's in Eqn. (6) and Eqn. (7) are implemented in a single tied transformer. The model architecture is the same as that introduced in Section 3, where each task has a task embedding as that used in Lample et al. (2018) . We also use L lm + L back as the training loss.
Settings
We work on German↔English translation. Following Lample et al. (2018) , we collect 50M WMT monolingual data from newscrawl 2014 to newscrawl 2017. The BPE (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016b) with 60k merge operations is applied to pre-process the data. Newstest2014 and newstest2016 German↔English translation datasets are used as the validation set and test set respectively.
We follow the transformer base configuration (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) to set the hyper-parameter of our model. The word embedding dimension, hidden state dimension, nonlinear layer dimension and the number of heads of the multihead attention are 512, 512 and 2048 and 8 respectively. We try different settings: 4 blocks and 8 blocks for the tied transformer. In the training phase, we fix the dropout rate as 0.2, apply Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.0002 to optimize the network. The model is implemented in TensorFlow and trained on 8 M40 GPUs. In the inference phase, we use beam search with beam width 4 and set length penalty α as 0.6.
Results
The results of unsupervised NMT are shown in Table 9 . To speed up the training, we first train an initial unsupervsied NMT model, back translate the monolingual data, train a warm-start tied transformer and then keep tuning the obtained model by online sampling. We can see that our proposed model performs best among all NMT based translation systems. BLEU LSTM model 13.3 4-block Transformer 21.0 Our method with 4 blocks 21.61 Our method with 8 blocks 22.05 Table 9 : Experimental results of unsupervised neural machine translation on WMT 2016 De→En.
Specifically, when using the 4-block model, which accounts only half of the parameters used in , on De→En translation, we can achieve 21.61 BLEU score compared to the 21.0 obtained by the baseline algorithm. When we increase the number of blocks from 4 to 8, the BLEU score increases to 22.05. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
As for En→De translation, we do not observe significant improvement. Specially, we improve the En→De from 17.2 to 17.31/17.42 on the 4/8-block model. Such a phenomenon is consistent with the results shown in Figure 3 . We will leave a more detailed study in the future work.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we studied a new parameter sharing mechanism in NMT by tying the encoder and decoder and proposed the tied transformer. Experimental results on several different tasks demonstrated the effectiveness of our propose model. For future work, there are several interesting directions to explore in the future: First, we studied hard parameter sharing in this work. How to constrain the parameters in a soft way like regularizing the distances of parameters is an interesting topic. Second, how to apply this idea to multilingual translation is worthy of investigation. Third, we will study whether this idea works for other applications such text summarization and question answering.
